Introduction/Purpose: Hallux valgus is a complex deformity of the great toe and is a major cause of pain for patients. Despite the variety of techniques, traditional osteotomies often do not address rotational deformities. A novel biplanar plating system was used to perform correction of metatarsal rotation at our institution starting in 2017. The purpose of this study was to determine the correction of rotational deformity and of radiographic parameters, maintenance of this correction (versus recurrence of hallux valgus), complication rates and patient-reported objective survey scores. We sought to determine prognostic factors for successful correction, including age, gender, and time of surgery.
Results: Fifty-seven procedures (in 55 patients) were performed and evaluated. There were 8 complications and average followup time was 27.1 weeks (+13.8 weeks). Older age was significantly associated with more complications (p = 0.018). Gender and time of surgery did not show any significant association with complications. Radiographic parameters including HVA, IMA, and TSP were analyzed. At 3 and 6 months post-operatively, these parameters were significantly reduced from pre-operative values. At 12 months, there was a trend towards significant reduction (p values of 0.06, 0.06, and 0.053 respectively); however, there were fewer patients who maintained follow-up during this period. The Outcome scores showed improvement post-operatively, but only the AOFAS score showed statistical significance at 3 and 6 months.
Conclusion:
Although statistical analysis was limited due to our population size and the retrospective nature of the study, there was an overall improvement in both radiographic parameters and clinical outcome scores. Older patients are also at higher risk of complications. Malrotation correction with this biplanar plating system is a novel technique and does require meticulous training. With continued expansion of our patient database and further longitudinal analysis, we hope to determine not only if correction is maintained over time, but also if the steepness of the learning curve affects the number of complications earlier versus later in each individual surgeon's experience.
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